Bibliography of Scholarly works on Osamu Tezuka

Web Resources:

Japanese: www.tezukaosamu.net
English: www.TezukaInEnglish.com
French: www.TezukaEnFrancais.com
Italian: www.osamushi.it
See also Mikhail Koulikov’s Online Bibliography of Anime and Manga Research: http://corneredangel.com/amwess/

Books Focusing on Tezuka:


First-hand account of the post-war manga industry, discussing Tezuka’s influence:


Relevant Books on Manga and Animation History:
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**Articles treating Tezuka:**


Hideaki Sena, “Astro Boy was Born on April 7, 2003,” *Japan Echo* (August 2003), pp. 9-12.


http://arts.monash.edu.au/mai/asaa

**Notable Japanese language sources:**